
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

SOLUTIONS  
 

 
 
 

Eco-Community Shelter 
 
 

We Cannot Stop The Threats But 
We Can Minimize Effects of Them. 

 
It is better to have a survival solution and not need it, 

than to need a survival solution and not have it. 
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Our Mission Was To Build, 

 A Small Community Network,  
Of Like Minds 

 
 
 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© has succeeded in constructing underground structures strategically located in 
rural Alaska, our goal is to be able to accommodate around 500 community members including children.  
 
The Eco-Community Shelter© is strategically located away from potential ground-zero blast areas, at high 
altitudes, and in the best surroundings of nature and resources. While proximity is important, survivability 
is more important. 
 
The criteria that has been included is viability, elevation, land contour, accessibility, privacy, security, 
area resources, scale, and cost. The Eco-Community Shelter© is self-sufficient, with large underground 
water storage tanks, incineration sewage systems, and cubic storage for a massive amount of food and 
supplies and the appropriate security measures.   
 
Eco-Community Shelter© is a privately funded construction project, with no religious affiliations, 
committed to building affordable underground shelters that would accommodate survivors. Eco-
Community Shelter© can provide a shared solution for those that wish to be prepared to survive potential 
events, whether they occur today or in the future.  
 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© Commitment:  
 

 Prevention: Committed to helping their members be aware of and plan for future events by protecting 
themselves from manmade or natural disasters and acts of terrorism.  

 
 Protection: Committed to shelter against manmade or natural disasters and acts of terrorism. 

 
 Mitigation: Committed to reducing loss of life and property by lessening the impact of a disaster.  

 
 Response: Committed to saving lives and meeting basic human needs after an incident has occurred.  

 
 Recovery: Committed to forming communities to assist each other affected by an incident to recover 

effectively. 

 
 

You can become a member of Eco-Community Shelter©  
while there is still space available. 
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Eco-Community Shelter© Is Stocked With A  
Minimum of One Year of Supplies 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Preparing the Eco-Community Shelter© for its members to survive for a minimum period of one year, 
requires tremendous effort and planning. Eco-Community Association Management Board has outfitted 
the shelter with all of the food, materials, supplies, furnishings, fixtures and equipment needed for long-
term survival of each group member. Every consideration is made for the overall safety, security and 
comfort of each community member of Eco-Community. 
 
The community shelter is stocked with an abundant supply of freeze-dried foods, meats, grains, and a 
garden of fresh growing vegetables, selected for ongoing taste, variety, nutrition, energy, and ease of 
preparation. Members will enjoy well-balanced meals every day for breakfast, lunch and dinner on a daily 
basis. Food variety will provide a very satisfying and abundant diet. 
 
Every community member has access to a personal bed, linens, hygienic toiletries, vitamins, and over-the-
counter medical supplies.   
  
The community shelter has been outfitted with deep underground water storage tanks for a continuous 
supply of fresh water, wind power and solar power generators, all working together to provide a steady 
source of electricity for a minimum of one year. Medical equipment, security devices, survival gear, 
books, educational and entertainment materials, gym equipment, tools, spare parts, radio, media, movies, 
games, non-hybrid seeds, farming tools and more.    
  
Everything needed is provided, prepared, ready and waiting for potential habitation and lockdown to ride 
out whatever the events may be on the outside. 
 
The truth is, we don’t know what, when or where a catastrophe will happen; but whether we want to 
believe it, or not, it likely will. It is only a matter of time.  
 
We cannot deny that we are on the cusp of an increase in number and magnitude of events that may, in 
the twinkling of an eye, change the world as we know it. When it does, few will have a solution for the 
survival of their families. Millions will perish or worse yet, struggle to survive as victims.   
 
Various governments around the world, have been building bunkers for decades, massive deep 
underground shelters built for thousands of government elite, but not for the rest of us.  
 
Eco-Community Shelter© is not about any specific date of any event, but rather providing a long-term 
community survival solution for future events occurring now or in the future. 
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Scientists understand that the earth has had a number of catastrophic events that repeat on a somewhat 
random but predictable cycle. Catastrophe can happen at any time, without notice, today, tomorrow, this 
year, or even decades from now. It's not a question of if, but when, and being prepared when it does.  
 
Many current events, both natural and political are pointing to potential disastrous changes for life as we 
know it. The process may already be unfolding. The list of risks and threats is long and becoming more 
apparent in the daily news and events all around us. 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© is a form of assurance for, if and when, these events happen. We cannot predict 
precisely, but we can prepare, either way Eco-Community Shelter© is here to provide a real solution for 
those that wish to be prepared.  
 
 
 
 
 
Remember, it wasn't raining when Noah built the Ark! 
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Constructed Community Shelter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© has designed each of its domiciles to provide as much comfort as reasonably 
possible, with an average population density of 1 person per 100 square feet of floor area. FEMA 
recommends just 50 square feet per person for long-term sheltering. 
 
The design and overall scale of the facility allows for optimum ‘personal space’, with plenty of private 
areas for members to retreat to. While at this stage no one can predict how the community will evolve, 
everyone is well aware that their survival depends on cooperation, compassion and mutual effort. 
 
 

Constructed Shelter Design: 
 

Beehive-shape Engineering 
10ft Underground 
Heavy Duty Steel Door 
100 Year Coal Tar Exterior Coating 
Radiation Protection 
Self-sustaining Generator 
Blast Valves 
Security System 
15000 Gallon Water Tanks 
Atmospheric Water Generator 
UVD Lighting 
Café and Dining Area 
Individual Living Domiciles 
Vinyl Flooring 
Individual Beds 
Media TV’s 
 

12” Thick Reinforced Cement Walls 
Stairs/Ramp and Exterior Security Door/Hatch 
Emergency Escape Tunnel 
Extreme Cold Insulation 
NBC Filtration System 
Incinerator 
Fresh Air Fans 
Grey Water Pump 
Large Storage Areas 
110 volt Wall Outlets 
Self-Incinerating Toilets 
Personal Showers 
2 Tone Painted Interior Walls 
Sofa Beds 
Community Living Bylaws 
Community Purpose Jobs 

 
 
First the facility is engineered to withstand the most likely catastrophic forces of both nature and 
mankind. Second the interiors are designed with cheerful color schemes, comfortable furnishings and 
community gathering areas. Third each family group has private domicile suites for personal and private 
family time.  
 
Included within the newly built shelter is a network of living quarters for each family group. These 
domiciles vary in size, and configuration to complete the fully furnished living quarters. Each domicile 
includes; kitchenette, dining area, living area, bathroom, bedroom (for larger family groups), small 
storage area, and laundry facility.  
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The community gathering areas include; community lounges and meeting areas, community media area, 
study area with small library of educational and entertainment materials, exercise area with equipment, 
community public bathrooms, an urgent care medical, dental and eye center, security office and 
confinement area, full size community café and dining area, pet kennel living quarters, communications 
center, community laundry facility, tailor shop, virtual nature park, and aquaponic garden stocked with 
plenty of fish, along with mechanical and support equipment to fully power and operate the facility for a 
minimum of 1 year of survival. 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act 

To accommodate disabled members, all areas within the Shelter are designed for wheelchair and 
handicap accessibility, including doorways, hallways, bathrooms and access to the café areas, 
medical facilities, exercise, and more. Eco-Community Shelter© is built in compliance with all 

local, state or federal regulations for handicap access, as well as the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© is managed by the respective Shelter Association Management Board. The 
Board elects a Shelter Coordinator to oversee day to day operations with an Emergency Response and 
Operational Team for ongoing maintenance, service, security and surveillance. The Association Bylaws 
and Emergency Response Plan governs predictable condition and procedures, before and during a shelter 
lockdown. 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© has truly provided everything needed for safety, security, comfort and well-
being of each of the members that inhabit the community shelter. 
 
The Secret  
The location of Eco-Community Shelter© is extremely secure and confidential, and known ONLY to 
Shelter Association Management Board and appointed Coordinators. However, while the Management 
Board does not promote the exact location of the shelter, it does anticipate local awareness and crowd 
control. The Shelter is equipped with high fencing and a security team that is ready, willing and very able 
to defend the facility. It will be virtually impossible for anyone to infiltrate the shelter facility. 
Unfortunately, a backyard home shelter does not include these security measures that are absolutely 
necessary for the ongoing integrity and success of any survival plan. 
 
Tours 
Due to security reasons, Eco-Community Shelter© cannot provide tours to the public or prospective buyers 
of the Community Shelter. Actual members are provided the opportunity to have a video walk-through 
inspection of the Shelter and Domicile, prior to the close of escrow within the 21-day grace period.  
 
This inspection is done under confidentiality and with strict controls.   
 
Thereafter, annually community members are invited for weekend retreats to meet fellow members and 
train for the operation of the shelter. This group meeting allows members to get to know each other, as 
well as plan for their respective duties and responsibilities for any potential use of the Eco-Community 
Shelter©.  
  
Transportation 
Eco-Community Shelter© does not provide transportation to the shelter. Many will travel to the shelter by 
their own means in advance of a threat or at the first signs, well before the general population realizes 
they need to evacuate.   
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To assist members who arrive at their predetermined meeting place, Eco-Community Association has 
made arrangements with a number of people living in the area who will meet, pick up and escort members 
to the disaster shelter. 
 
If needed an armored vehicle will be available to transport some members from pre-established locations 
near the shelter. This vehicle will have better ability to navigate and pass through potential non-member 
crowds that may gather.  
 
(It is advisable not to bring non-members with you, and demand they be allowed into the shelter). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Members need only arrive before the shelter is locked down. 
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What Am I Paying For? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Amenities 
The Eco-Community is a self-contained facility network of domiciles designed to comfortably 
accommodate a community of members with approximately 100 square feet of (effective) space per 
member, in spacious quarters. The shelter is stocked for one year of survival to ride out the potential 
events of virtually any catastrophe that may befall, with every detail considered and planned for.   
 
The facility includes complete and fully furnished living quarters, with semi-private bedrooms, bathroom, 
kitchenette and dining area, spacious community lounges and meeting areas, media theater, exercise 
equipment room, stocked educational and entertainment materials, an urgent medical and dental care 
center, security facilities with confinement area, armory vault for weapons and munitions, a HAM 
communications center, laundry facility, tailor shop, and abundant storage areas for food, water, 
medicine, and supplies. 
 
The Eco-Community Shelter© provides everything needed for the comfort, safety, health and security of 
its members for survival and habitation, safe from the risks being experienced by the outside world.  
 
Although the Shelter Association Management Board has prepared and stocked supplies for a minimum 
of one year total lockdown, that time frame may be extended due to deadly surface atmosphere 
conditions, e.g. biological, chemical or radiation contamination, the actual lockdown period may be 
significantly extended by a number of years. 
 
When the shelter is not in lockdown mode, community members may be able to move about on the 
surface farming and gathering supplies to help minimize the actual use of the shelter’s stock. With a wise 
use of community supplies, the one year habitation can be extended much longer. Food is based on a diet 
of 2,500 calories per person per day. The elderly and extremely young do not eat 2,500 calories per day 
thereby providing more supply for others. With the addition of personal supplies each member has 
brought with them and the continued supply provided by the aquaponic garden and small stock of farm 
animals, many years of extended food supply can be realized. 
 
Food 
Eco-Community Shelter© is stocked with an abundant supply of delicious freeze-dried foods, canned 
meats and grains for one year of survival. Each person is provided 3 meals a day, with total caloric intake 
of up to 2,500 calories. This includes all freeze-dried food supplies packaged to last 25 years before any 
loss of nutritional value. After a number of non-emergency years, the food supplies will be completely 
replenished.  
 
Virtually any meal or recipe can be created from these ingredients, for a variety of foods that taste and 
look as fresh as homemade meals, including baked breads and pastries. The menus are designed to 
provide a nutritious balance for breakfast, lunch and dinner entrees with easy preparation. Meals can be 
individualized or prepared family style to suit each of the community resident's dietary needs. 
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Eco-Community Shelter© has also incorporate an automated, energy efficient, high output, aquaponics 
growing system that will yield a variety of fresh organically grown fruits and vegetables including root 
vegetables, grains, micro-greens and even fodder for the small collection of farm animals that will be 
housed in the shelter. This system will operate indefinitely extending the possible term of shelter 
occupancy beyond a year, while providing a nutritious and abundant supply of menu choices. 
 
Food storage requires about 18 sq. feet of area per person/per year. The community shelter maximizes the 
cubic storage capacity to assure this space as well as the additional requirements for pets and farm 
animals.  
 
(So please do not bring unapproved friends, family and neighbors, we can only account for space and food of 
members approved for the shelter, unapproved persons will be directed to the nearest FEMA shelter) 
 
EXAMPLE OF FOOD STOCKS 

Grains Vegetables  Fruits 
6 Grain Pancake Mix Broccoli Apple Chips 
9 Grain Cracked Cereal Carrot Dices Apples-Sliced 
Barley-Pearled Cauliflower Apricots 
Cornmeal Celery Banana Chips 
Egg Noodle Pasta Corn-Sweet Banana Slices 
Elbow Macaroni Garden Seeds Blackberries 
Flour-White Mixed Bell Peppers Blueberries 
Flour-Whole Wheat Mushrooms Mangos 
Germade Onions-Chopped Mandarin Oranges 
Oats-Quick Peas-Green Peach Slices 
Rice-White Peas-Split Green Pears 
Rice-Brown Popcorn Pineapple 
Spaghetti Potato Chunks Pineapple Chunks 
Wheat, Hard White Winter Potato Pearls Raspberries 
Variety of 6 Beans Spinach-Chopped Strawberries 
Lentils Sweet Potato  
 Tomato Powder  
Dairy Meats Basics 
Cheese Blend Bacon Apple Drink 
Mac & Cheese Powder Beef Baking Powder 
Chocolate Drink Mix Chicken Baking Soda 
Sour Cream Powder Ground Beef Bouillon-Chicken 
Milk-Powdered Ham Bouillon-Beef 
Milk-Instant Pork Butter Powder 
Eggs-Whole Sausage Chocolate 
Baked Potato Cheese Soup Turkey Honey 
Broccoli Cheese Soup TVP Ketchup, Mustard, Mayonnaise,  
Creamy Chicken Noodle Soup  Relishes & Pickles 
Entrees  Spaghetti with Meat Sauce Oils 
Beef Stroganoff with Noodles Chicken Teriyaki Orange Drink 
Chicken ala King Beef Teriyaki Peach Drink 
Chicken Breast and Mashed Chicken Stew Puddings & Jell-O 
Potatoes Beef Stew Himalayan Salt 
Lasagna with Meat Sauce Sugar-Powdered Salt-Iodized 
Pasta Primavera Sugar-White Sauces 
Seafood Chowder Spices Shortening Powder 
Sweet & Sour Pork with Rice Coffee Sugar-Organic 
Turkey Tetrazzini Teas - Herbal, Black and Green Sugar-Brown 
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Water  

The community facility has incorporated several water tanks with the storage capacity of 15000 gallons 
and capable of supplying a minimum of 20 gallons of water per minute. Stored in pressurized tanks for 
distribution throughout the facility, water has been filtered through extensive ionization and filtration 
systems to remove all toxins, bacteria, chemicals and contamination, on demand water is pumped into the 
domiciles. There is also an atmospheric water generator that cycles 140 gallons of water per day installed, 
which recycles and restores lost water back into the facility for the aquaponic gardens. There is ample 
water supply and storage for the predicted consumption by the inhabitants of the shelter. 
 
Pure Air System  
Eco-Community facility incorporates extensive nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) air filtration 
systems that pre-filter all air before it enters the shelter. This system includes HEPA filters to remove all 
physical particles down to the .03-micron level, an activated carbon filtration system to remove radiation 
particles, a TEDA carbon system to remove chemical agents, and an ultraviolet system to further kill 
biological agents. Additionally, all intake valves are automatically controlled to seal the entire facility 
during any actual contamination event.  
 
There are a number of air shafts that provide air to the facility. The shaft openings are hardened and 
designed to prohibit intrusion or blockage by any outside force, with a number of security 
measures. However, should for any reason outside air not be available, or unable to be filtered and 
circulated, then a closed air system is activated that re-circulates all air within the facility.   
 
All air vents and openings leading into the shelter also incorporate water proof gates and hatches that seal 
the shelter from submersion for the typical duration of a tsunami wave that may wash over the 
surface. While this is considered unlikely due to the strategic locations of the shelter, it is a concern that 
has been planned for. 
 
The surface defenses would make it extremely difficult for any intruder, or force to approach and tamper 
with the air shafts. Keep in mind that if the shelter is sealed due to outside contamination, or an 
environment that makes surface life unsupportable, then community members would not be free to roam 
on the surface for some time. 
 
Removing Waste 
Each domicile bathroom as well as all community restrooms are designed with an incinolet toilet were all 
human and pet waste are incinerated to a small amount of ash, all gray water is pumped into the recycling 
room where the water is recycled through the atmospheric generator and reused. Dry waste from 
packaging is compressed and incinerated within the incineration disposal systems. Keep in mind the 
community members should practice the “reduce and reuse” policy to lessen the amount of waste volume 
as supplies are consumed. 
 
 
Power Source 
Eco-Community Shelter© is outfitted with a state of the art power generation system and an abundant fuel 
supply to operate all equipment on a 24/7 basis for up to one year paired with wind power generators, A 
typical 100-member shelter will consume 1 megawatt of power over a 24-hour period. However, most 
systems are only operated over a 12-hour daily power consumption period, due to community down time 
requiring an average of 82kWs per hour.    
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Eco-Community Shelter© employs pairs of very reliable diesel generators, operating far below their 
respective peak capacity. The redundancy in the power generation equipment, as well as replacement 
parts for potential repairs, assure an ongoing failsafe operation.   
  
Fuel is stored in deep underground storage tanks and pumped into the shelter facility through explosion 
proof and flexible shock resistant piping. All devices meet UL and EPA requirements. Fuel storage 
provides for operation of the power systems throughout the peak consumption periods, while also 
utilizing wind power generators to charge the large battery banks that then separately power the 12 and 24 
volt fixtures and equipment that run throughout the night and as backup systems. This setup allows for a 
continuous power supply, without fulltime operation of the generators.  
 
Additional forms of passive energy are incorporated when possible including: solar and wind power 
systems. Where possible, all electrical devices supplied for the domiciles are energy efficient and low 
wattage assuring the least amount of power consumption.  
 
Communications 
The Community Shelter includes a number of redundant antennas, amplifiers and ham radio equipment to 
transmit and receive radio communications to the world and to other communities.   
 
Spare parts and tools are included to repair equipment. Handheld 2 way radios are also included for 
communications within the facility and security purposes on the outside. 
 
Qualified operators will be selected to manage the radio communications center 24 hours a day.  
 
Medical  
Eco-Community Shelter© has a medical, dental and eye center with a range of triage and basic 
capabilities. This area is well-stocked with general medical supplies and equipment. Members will send a 
supply of their prescription medications as available for storage within their personal domicile. Due to the 
shelf life of many medications, these supplies will need to be periodically replaced by each member, 
while expired medications are then returned to them to be destroyed. 
 
Actual medical services will be provided by those members that are already medical professionals.  
Roughly 20% of member applications are from individuals within the medical field, including: doctors, 
surgeons, nurses, psychiatrists, psychologists, dentists, lab technicians, and emergency medical 
technicians (EMTs).   
 
Once under lockdown, all community members will provide their individual expert services to all other 
members for mutual support and survival.  
 
To insure communicable diseases are not spread throughout the facility, as each community member 
arrives at the predetermined location, they will be screened by a medical team member for potential 
exposure of any infections from known viruses or pathogens.  
 
Persons suspected of contamination will be quarantined until it is determined that they are safe to mix 
with the general population within the community. However, there is no guarantee that one or more 
infected persons may gain access to the shelter and risk exposure to the other members of infection. The 
medical team will do everything they can with the supplies and technology they have available to try to 
prohibit and/or limit any possible exposure and/or cross-contamination. 
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Security & Defense  
During a time of emergency each member of the community shelter is allowed access only after passing a 
number of security checks that identify each person as an official paid member  
 
(So please do not bring unapproved friends, family and neighbors, we can only account for space and 
food of members approved for the shelter, unapproved persons will be directed to the nearest FEMA 
shelter).    
 
Based on the current profiles of community members, some members have extensive military, law 
enforcement and security experience. These members will perform the actual security and defensive 
duties for the shelter, both before and after lockdown.  
 
The facility includes a confinement area should any member become a threat to the others. The security 
team within the facility will be capable of handling any situation that arises. 
 
High security armory gun vaults are installed for storage of all weapons within the facility. Weapons 
should be surrendered to be placed in the armory vault (for the safety of all members) and may only be 
removed and used for training and or defensive measures against outside intruders or threats. 
 
The entire community shelter incorporates a number of defense devices and measures starting at the 
perimeter fencing and continuing to the blast doors. There are many levels of security that will need to be 
breached before an intruder would even get close to the blast proof entry door.   
 
We are not at liberty to discuss the ongoing security measures but can say that a number of pre-event and 
lockdown systems are in place to mitigate any threat or aggressor that may attempt to compromise the 
facility. The combination of automatic defenses, trained security personnel and trained community 
members will assure control of both chaotic crowds and armed intruders. These security measures and 
defenses are in place to assure community members will have access, while others will not. 
 
The primary defense will be the community members themselves, starting with secrecy of the location of 
their shelter (the shelter association cannot account for every Joe, Dick and Sally that shows up suddenly 
with all their kids and a handful of cash, as money will have no value to us at that time). Second a 
significant ratio of trained military, security and law enforcement professionals within the group, it would 
be virtually impossible for any individual, or group to penetrate the security forces. Eco-Community 
Shelter© fully respects all legal gun rights. Members are encouraged to bring their own legal weapons for 
the mutual defense of their community.  
 
The Eco-Community Shelter© site is selected for the ability to defend and secure the facility. This includes 
the secrecy of the location, natural barriers to public line of sight and access, terrain, elevation, ground 
cover and camouflage. 
 
All hatches, vents, materials and devices that are exposed to the surface are ballistic hardened to resist 
forced entry from armed, biological, chemical or flammable assaults. 
 
Armed and Trained People Will Be with You in the Shelter 
Along with several members in the community, the security measures, forces and devices that the facility 
incorporates ensures the defensible safety of yourself and your loved ones. 
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Basic Supplies 
Eco-Community Shelter© outfits the shelter with all of the supplies, furnishings, fixtures and equipment 
needed for long-term underground survival. Every consideration has been made for the overall comfort 
and survival of the community members. 
 
The facility is stocked for up to one year of survival for the inhabitants. Our research shows this is the 
most practical time period for 99% of the envisioned catastrophic threats. Obviously, there are scenarios 
that could require a longer duration. However; longer event periods would require more food storage, fuel 
and supplies at a proportional increase in cost and storage space, which is why we have installed a self-
growing garden and small farm. We are trying to make Eco-Community Shelter© as affordable as possible 
to the general public, without adding more food storage at a significant expense.  
  
The shelter is stocked with an abundant supply of delicious freeze-dried and other shelf-stable foods, for 
one year of autonomous survival for the number of specific community members. While Eco-Community 
Shelter© has prepared and stocked supplies for a minimum of one year of shelter habitation under total 
lockdown, that may be required due to deadly surface atmosphere conditions, e.g. biological, chemical or 
radiation contamination, the actual survival period may be significantly extended by a number of factors.   
 
There is no “maximum” time a person may stay in the shelter. This period may be extended depending on 
the circumstances of the catastrophe, e.g. outside air, ability to grow food on the surface, temperatures, 
supplemental fuel/power sources, etc.  
 
When the shelter is not in lockdown mode, Community Members will be able to work on the surface 
farming and gathering supplies to help minimize the actual use of the shelter’s stock. With a wise use of 
shelter supplies, the one-year habitation can be extended much longer. Food is based on a diet of 2,500 
calories per person/day. The elderly and extremely young do not eat 2,500 calories/day thereby providing 
more supply for others. With rationing of a lower number of calories per day, and the continued supply 
provided by an aquaponics/hydroponic garden, many months of extended food supply can be realized. 
 
As supplies run low, Community Members may continue to live at the shelter facility, utilizing it as a 
home base as they may be required to re-establish a new society on the surface. 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© will also store a large supply of materials and equipment for use both during any 
shelter habitation, and for what may be expected after returning to the surface. The members are provided 
a one year supply of food, water, bedding, toiletries, medicine, medical support, security devices, survival 
gear, a library of books, educational and entertainment materials, exercise & gym equipment, tools, spare 
parts, radios, media, fuel, non-hybrid seeds, farming tools. Everything is provided, ready and waiting.  
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Personal Comforts Uniquely You 
It is customary for some community families to want to stock their shelter domicile with a few of their 
own comfort items, such as food supplies they enjoy, toys or stuffed animals for their children, a few 
clothing items, their own lotions, soaps etc. this cuts down the need to transport items in an emergency 
situation, so that your shelter domicile may be in full readiness and operational mode pending the need to 
use it.  
 
Although not listed here, we have a number of people who live in the vicinity that have some real talent 
and skills that have been quite supportive of our efforts. Should the need arise we will give an address 
were extra items can be shipped or dropped off so that the community coordinators may stock your 
domicile where it will be stored and waiting for your arrival upon emergency activation.  
 
Due to the wide range of sizes that are required for community members, and the fact that virtually all 
members prefer to bring their own clothing that meets both their comfort and style, the community shelter 
does not provide clothing to its members. A small laundry facility will be located in each domicile, and 
one community laundry facility will be located in the shelter, assuring all clothing and linens will remain 
fresh and clean. A sewing machine and supplies are located in the tailor shop for repairs and tailoring of 
clothing as may be needed once under a lockdown situation. 
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HERE IS A LIST TO HELP YOU COLLECT UNIQUE ITEMS: 

Canned fruits, dried fruits Dried/flak potatoes Dried butter or margarine Pop-corn  
Jerky Energy bars  Granola bars Powdered tomatoes  
Canned potatoes            
(but never tomatoes)  

Canned Fish;  
tuna, sardines, salmon, tuna 
packs 

Canned Luncheon Meats; ham, 
pork, chicken, spam 

Crackers w/a long shelf life 

Noodles  Cereals   Nuts, mixed nuts Lintels 
Ramen noodles Peanut butter & jelly Baking soda  
Baby/Large marshmallows Hard candies  Chocolate bars Cooking oil  
Salt   Honey  Sugar   Apple cider vinegar 
Your own shelf-stable freeze dried 
foods 

Small coffee pot Coffee filters Coffee 

Infant foods – 1year* Infant formula – 1year* Infant deserts  Infant dishes  
Diapers Wipes OTC Infant medicines  Extra clothes, blankets 
    
Garlic Mint tea Golden Seal Herbal tinctures 
Sage tea for colds Hops Catnip Herbs for cooking 
Dried onions Cayenne pepper Cumin Basil 
Coriander Basic tea Cocoa Powdered Milk & Juice 
Condiments  Syrup   
    
Your own plastic dishes Plates  Cups  Bowls  
Spoons & forks (try to avoid glass or ceramic) Dish soap Duct tape 
Bio-degradable trash bags Plastic storage containers Manual can opener Ziploc bags 
    
Comfortable shoes Slipper  Flip flop  Sandal  
Running shoe Socks lined, thin cotton Extra underwear Bras  
Socks thick wool T-shirts  Comfortable Shirts  Comfortable Skirts  
Comfortable slacks Comfortable Jeans  Comfortable Shorts  Comfortable Dresses  
Robe  P.J’s Warm clothes jacket  Heavy rain/winter boots 
Warm clothes hat, gloves Extra batteries   
    
Games/puzzles/toys Crayons & color book Extra batteries  Children’s Clothes/shoes 
Extra ear buds Personal movie players Stuffed animals  Children movies 
OTC children’s Meds Medical Condition Meds Children eye glasses Extra batteries 
Paper   Pencil   Pen   Note books 
    
    
Pet kennel Pet toys Pet bed Pet brush, combs 
Pet water/food bowls  Pet treats Kitty litter – 1year* Extra pet food - 1year* 
Pet poop bags  Veterinary papers OTC Pet Medicines Extra collar, leash 
Pet first aid kit   Medical Condition Meds 
    
Toiletries Contacts or eye glasses Denture cleaning kit Shaving products 
Bathroom personals Toothpaste & brush Hand & body soaps Bar soaps  
Shampoo & conditioner Extra batteries Feminine Hygiene - 1year* Combs & brushes 
Lotions  Chap stick Nail files, clippers Hair accessories 
OTC Medicines Medical Condition Meds First Aid kit Personal vitamins 
Hand towel  Bath towels Wash cloths Dish towels 
    
Basic sewing kit Personal sewing machine Personal tools  
Personal fan w/batteries Extra twin bed sheets Extra pillow cases Extra light blankets 
Extra double bed sheets Extra double bed blankets Your own personal pillows Flashlights w/batteries 
Self-cranking weather radio   Magazines  Good books to read  
    
Musical instruments Harmonica   Flute   Acoustic Guitar  
Violin   Saxophone  Keyboard   
    
Your own tools from profession you 
now practice 

Your own firearms  
 

Ammunition  Slingshot  

Blow gun Quiver & Bow Teaser   Knives  
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Pets Are Subject to Our Pet Policy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shelter Association Management Board understands and respects the emotional benefits and 
companionship a pet can bring to the lives of its owners and others that encounter it. In the situations of 
trauma and illness pets are known to bring comfort and even assist in the healing process of most people. 
The bond between a pet owner and their pet is usually very deep and a special love that cannot be 
replaced. With this understanding, Eco-Community is a pet friendly facility.   
 
Community Members may bring an ordinary household pet (cat, dog or bird) with them to the shelter and 
have their pet co-occupy their domicile, in accordance with this Pet Policy and any Additional Rules and 
Plans. 
 
Each Member who does not ordinarily live with any other Member may bring up to one (1) household 
pet. Each group of Members who ordinarily live together may bring up to two (2) household pets per two 
(2) Adult Members.  
 
Only well-behaved, non-barkative, obedient, “toilet” trained, cleanly groomed and supervised pets that 
are not a nuisance will be allowed inside the shelter facility. 
 
No pets will be allowed within the facility that are determined to be a nuisance (especially dogs that are 
excessive barkers), vicious, dangerous, or aggressive. 
 
Most breeds are welcome, specifically those that are deemed appropriate for assistance work or 
therapeutic services.  
 
All pets will be treated for fleas and ticks prior to access into the facility. 
 
All pet vaccinations must be up to date. The owner will be required to provide a copy of the current 
vaccination records yearly and prior to access. 
 
The pet owner must provide a one-year supply of pet food and kitty litter for each of his/her respective 
pets to be stored in the facility. Details on food requirements will be provided to concerned members by 
the Shelter Coordinators. 
 
Owners will be responsible for the care and maintenance of their pet during their stay in the shelter, 
including, most importantly, grooming and cleaning on a regular basis to ensure the lowest allergen 
levels possible. This condition should also apply to the care of the pet prior to entering the shelter. 
 
Any time the pet is outside of the domicile assigned to the Member that brought the pet, they shall be 
placed on a hand-held leash, held off the ground on a lap, in someone’s arms or placed in one of the 
shelter kennels in the pet living quarters.  
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If any Member is allergic to the pet, the pet shall be confined at all times to the domicile assigned to the 
Member that brought it. In addition, if requested by any other Community Member for any reason, the 
Member accompanying the pet shall immediately bring the pet to the domicile assigned to the Member 
that brought it.  
 
Each Member shall immediately clean up after their own pet, shall be liable for any damage to other 
members or property caused by such pet, and shall indemnify and hold harmless the Association and all 
Members against any and all loss, cost or liability, including attorney’s fees, arising out of claims related 
to such pet.  
 
During Emergency Conditions, the Shelter Coordinator is empowered to euthanize a pet found to be a 
nuisance. 
 
In the most extreme cases, pets that are determined by the Shelter Coordinator to be a threat or nuisance 
to the safety and well-being of the other members of the community will be euthanized.  
 
 
The policy is subject to change without notice 
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How Are Community Jobs Selected 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each applicant advises the Shelter Association Management Board of their professional skills and 
knowledge at the time they filled out the application for acceptance. This helps the Association 
understand their ability to contribute to the community. During a state of emergency and shelter activation 
and lockdown, the shelter coordinator will account for all members in the community, at this point 
community member’ skills will then be reviewed to determine the best mix of people for each community 
job. This is also based on their priority of applying to Eco-Community Shelter© – first come first serve. 
The objective is to have as much diversity as possible within the community. We don’t want all doctors 
and no plumbers or electricians, which could be a real disaster.  
 
A tremendous benefit to an enclosed shelter of this scale is the opportunity for a true community of 
people with diverse skills and abilities, versus the long-term lonely existence of a small family, or group 
in a private backyard shelter, that may feel and look like a small jail. 
 
Employees   

Due to the prohibitive costs of staffing the community shelter facility, the actual community members 
perform all operational duties. Each member is assigned an ongoing responsibility, based on their skills, 
expertise and ability. From medical, to security operations, electrical, plumbing, mechanical repair, 
maintenance, meal preparation, education, farming, care of livestock, exercise, communications, etc. The 
collective abilities and talents will help assure the anticipated, long-term, underground survival of the 
Shelter Community. But until such declared emergency, a permanent coordinator/caretaker will live near 
the site to provide basic maintenance and control of member access. 
  
During the application process a Risk Management Team will evaluate each applicant for determination 
and candidacy of membership. The Risk Management Team evaluates the actual member profile to 
determine those individuals who may best contribute to the shelter community for the greatest chance of 
long-term survival of the entire group. Each candidate is reviewed based upon a number of criteria and 
psychographic information, including: their profession, education, expertise, skills, background checks, 
benefit to the community, proximate location, current health and family size. The Risk Management 
Team then makes a recommendation to the Shelter Association Management Board which then selects 
candidates based on the recommendations and extends them an invitation to purchase a membership in 
the community shelter. Those candidates are then provided the Eco-Community Shelter© package of legal 
documents, and if mutually agreed upon, an escrow will be opened, and then proceed to purchase their 
membership in the shelter. Once the prospective member has completed their purchase of the membership 
in the community shelter, they become a community member. 
  
Upon full payment, new community members are assigned a membership number according to the 
number of family members listed in their paid group and mailed keys with a membership certificate. 
Because the location of the shelter is kept secret for security reasons listed, upon request the coordinator 
will mail several pictures of the community facility and domicile unit the member is to occupy.  
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Annually, each community member is invited for a weekend retreat to meet fellow community members 
and train for the operation of the shelter. This group meeting allows members to get to know each other, 
as well as plan for their respective duties and responsibilities for any potential use of the shelter. Members 
are encouraged to expand their skill set by actively learning any other subjects they feel may be of use for 
the community in the case of a catastrophic event. 
 
 
A list of subject skills needed for the community’s survival: 
 

Raising fish Care of farm animals Veterinary Veterinary tech HAM radio repair 
Agriculture Permaculture Apiculture Herba-culture Medicinal herbalist 
EMT Medical Doctor Nurse Eye Doctor Midwifery 
Seamstress Hobbyist Soap/candle making Carpenter   
Weapons repair Mechanical repair Automobile repair Wind power repair Solar power repair 
HVAC repair Electrician Painter Garden Chef Baker or Cook 
Butcher Homeschooling k-6 Homeschooling 7-12 Homeschooling 

college 
 

Survival skills Security forces Bookkeeping Accounting  

 
Eco-Community Shelter© will effectively be a modern day Noah’s Ark, while providing it’s members 
with an “assurance of survival”. Eco-Community Shelter© is one solution for the continuance of life, 
providing a "biosphere" to survive an Earth-devastating catastrophe. Without an equivalent fully 
equipped, supplied, virtually impenetrable and professionally staffed underground shelter, survival from 
most unpredictable and disastrous global scenarios is very slim. 
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Eco-Community Shelter© Is Priced As Affordable As Possible 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© is truly the most affordable way for you to secure membership and space for 
yourself and loved ones in a real underground shelter built to withstand any envisioned catastrophe.  
Through our unique construction, outfitting and stocking each respective applicant has only to purchase a 
membership into the community.  
 
Eco-Community Shelter© provides an affordable solution to families that would otherwise not be able to 
rely on a real, all-risk shelter, built to provide a minimum of one year of survival before needing to return 
to the surface after the worst is over.  
 
The Shelter Association Management Board selects the best candidates for the Shelter Community from 
the current pool of applications. If approved as a community member, you will then be offered the 
opportunity to purchase a membership in the Eco-Community Shelter©. 
 
Community Facility Cost 
The estimated replacement cost of Eco-Community Shelter© is approximately $47 million dollars. Other 
than the elite, few people can afford their own hardened blast proof shelter of this magnitude. To make 
the access and membership of this community shelter affordable to most middle-class families.           
Eco-Community Shelter©, offers each domicile within the facility fractionally to as many applicants as the 
shelter may comfortably accommodate. Similar to a typical "country club membership model", members 
of the shelter receive a membership card as members in the nonprofit owners' association.  
  
Each membership can be sold, willed, gifted or donated subject to the association rules and bylaws and 
the approval of the proposed successor-in-interest.  
 
The membership structure complies with local laws and regulations. Your membership is secured by the 
undivided memberships in the specific association that owns the shelter and the property it is located on, 
limited to the specific number of designated members for the shelter. 
 
The purchase of memberships in Eco-Community Shelter© should be based solely upon the purpose and 
use of the shelter as a catastrophic survival shelter, in the case of a life-threatening emergency or 
catastrophe, and not for any potential income, profit, investment value or future appreciation. No federal 
or state agency has made any recommendation or endorsement of the Eco-Community Shelter© or the 
memberships therein, and the sale of the memberships are not registered or approved by any government 
agency. Memberships may have possible difficulties for resale due to the limited market potential, shelter 
rules, regulations, association bylaws and usage restrictions. The usage of the shelter is on a  
non-exclusive basis without any exclusively demised areas.  
 
Domiciles on Eco-Community Shelter© property are not considered a timeshare, nor is it coupled with any 
form of periodic or interval use, with any form of a circulating or exclusive right of possession. 
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Once the shelter community is formed, the respective(s) are able to visit other members during Meet & 
Greet events, or when necessary, with or without permission of the shelter Coordinator; however, they 
cannot otherwise stay in the shelter other than during an emergency or post-catastrophic event.  
 
The community group is encouraged to meet fellow members and get to know each other. Meet & Greet 
events are coordinated subject to ample interest and availability for orientation, operational training and 
planning for the unique pre and post event aspects of the shelter. This group meeting allows everyone to 
get to know each other, as well as determine and plan for their respective duties and team responsibilities 
for any potential use or activation of the shelter. Members are encouraged to become familiar with the 
operations of the community, the surroundings, the area resources, and the various routes to travel, 
ingress and egress and security.  
 
The cost of each membership in the community shelter is currently priced at $30,000 per adult. Children 
currently under age 12 priced at $6,000, teenagers currently under age 17 priced at $12,000 and $1,500 
for each household pet (subject to cats, dogs and birds only). These prices are for one membership for 
each family member in the turnkey community shelter, complete with a one-year supply of food, water, 
medical and hygienic supplies, for all members, including furnishings, equipment, fixtures, security 
systems, and more.   
  
Eco-Community Shelter© cannot stock enough supply of food and supplies to last forever, as that would 
drive up the cost of ownership for each member, thereby making it unaffordable, however with the 
addition of aquaponic gardens and a small stock of conditioned farm animals within the shelter, food 
management, and passive energy systems, the duration of shelter use may be significantly 
extended. Thereafter, or sooner, community members may begin to return to the surface, once the danger 
has passed. Members may continue to live inside their domicile and on the surface for as long as they 
wish, making the facility their home base as may be necessary. 
 
Eco-Community Shelter© will only offer a predetermined number of memberships based upon the number 
of domiciles scheduled for the facility. Once that amount has been determined it may never be 
changed, this assures that each member will have a fixed membership in their respective domicile that 
cannot be diluted thereafter.  
 
Each community member will also pay their proportionate share of the ongoing costs of the respective 
shelter. A key benefit to the shelter facility is the sharing of costs by all community members. These 
ongoing costs are considered to be minimal, because the facility is fully stocked and sealed in its ready 
condition. The ongoing costs will include: property insurance and taxes, maintenance, utilities and the 
cost of a permanent coordinator/caretaker who will live near the site, to provide basic maintenance, 
security, and control of owners' access. A full operating expense budget is provided to each perspective 
member during the escrow process. When shared equally, the monthly cost expense per member family 
group is estimated to be around $20 to $40, depending primarily on the facility insurance and local 
property tax accessed against the property. Only actual expenses are passed through to the members, 
without markup by the Shelter Association Management Board. 
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Members Adults 
Children  

13-17 years 
Children  

0-12 years 

 
All Pets  

 

160 
Families 
w/children  

or pets 

$25,000 
One Time  

Charge 

$12,000 
One Time  

Charge 

$6,000 
One Time  

Charge 

 
$1,500 

One Time  
Charge 

 

 
Children must be 17 or under to qualify for child pricing. 
 
To qualify for child pricing, a 17-year-old must not be turning 18 before 9 months. 
 
Pets need to be fed and cared for same as children, subject to the Pet Policy. 
 
Unfortunately, there are no free spaces available in the community shelter.  
 
We have no government subsidies or philanthropic sponsors to defray any costs.  
 
 
Buying Process  
Eco-Community Shelter© has been accepting membership applications through word of mouth, a current 
community member shares the proposed shelter idea to a prospective member. Selected candidates then 
contact the Shelter Association Management Board where they will be mailed an application and 
information brochure, once the prospective member fills out the application and mails it back to the 
Shelter Association Management Board, it is reviewed and then a letter for and interview is sent, the 
prospective member can then ask any related questions they may have about Eco-Community Shelter©.  
 
Once a prospective member is selected to become a community member, they will be extended an 
invitation to purchase a membership in the community shelter. Candidates will then be mailed a package 
of legal documents and pictures of the proposed domicile they will be inhabiting for them to review, an 
escrow will be opened, and the prospective member will proceed to purchase their membership in the 
shelter. At that time, they need to fund their escrow account with the full amount of their purchase. Those 
members are then provided a reservation agreement to secure their space in the shelter. The reservation 
agreement is non-binding and may be cancelled any time within 21-days of the grace period prior to the 
actual completion of the purchase and sale agreements that will follow each member. The funds remain in 
trust with the escrow holder until 21 days.   
 
After the 21-day grace period, all escrows are closed and Eco-Community Shelter© receives its 
payments. At no time during the escrow process are the buyer’s funds at risk. This is a straight-forward 
safe and secured transaction. 
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What happens if you move? 
If you ever move, and your home is sold, you will not get any extra market value for a backyard shelter. 
You cannot take it with you, and you will have lost your entire ‘investment’. Eco-Community Shelter© 
will always be available for you, even if you move to a different area, you never lose your investment and 
it will always have a market value should you wish to later sale it. 
 
Community Governance  
Shelter coordinators will provide ongoing management and security oversight to the community shelter,    
following a comprehensive set of Bylaws, Rules and Regulations, a Code of Conduct, and Operating 
Procedures.    
 
Hierarchy  
The Eco-Community Shelter© is managed by its coordinator, with each community member receiving a 
voting membership. The Shelter Association Management Board establishes the community and the 
Bylaws, Rules and Regulations, Operating Budgets, the Emergency Response Plan, and all operational 
agreements. A shelter coordinator has been appointed, and a number of Operational Team Leaders based 
on each member’s skills and expertise.   
 
Eco-Community Team Leaders will provide support management to the shelter coordinator. During 
Emergency Conditions, every willing and able adult member that wishes to serve on a Team will do so, 
with participation rotating. It is the intent of this facility to allow all members the opportunity to serve, 
with equal responsibility for the neutral and mutual benefit of all other members. 
 
The Shelter Coordinator oversees the day-to-day operation of the shelter and directs, as necessary, the 
Operational Teams (including the Emergency Response and Security Teams), acting as an executive 
officer of the Management Board. Team Leaders and Community Committees are appointed by the 
Shelter Coordinator and Management Board based on each Member’s professional skills and abilities. 
Ready, willing and able Members may apply to serve on, or resign from, an Operation Team at any 
time. Operational Teams include: 
 
Emergency Response Team 
Security Team 
Medical Team 
Livestock Care and Management Team 
Aquaponics/hydroponic Management Team 
Shelter Cleaning and Maintenance Team 
Education of Children and Management Team 
Supplies Distribution and Management Team  
Shelter Events and Management Team 
 
The collective abilities and talents will help assure the anticipated, long-term survival of each community 
member. 
 
The complete management and procedural package is designed for the greatest protection of lives and the 
shelter property through effective use of the members and their collective resources. Since an emergency 
may be sudden and without warning, these procedures are designed to be flexible in order to 
accommodate contingencies of various types of magnitudes. As and when necessary, procedures and rules 
can be changed with either a simple majority vote, or in certain cases, the vote of all members.   
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No personal rights are given up by the members within the Eco-Community Shelter©. The Bylaws, Rules 
and Regulations, and the Code of Conduct closely follows the U.S. Constitution, with the basic tenet that, 
no member shall cause harm, or be allowed to be a threat to another member. 
 
As part of each members due diligence, they are provided a complete set of these documents for their 
review and approval during the contingent 21-day grace period of their escrow process. 
 
Community Use Outside of Emergencies   
Community members may access the facility shelter in the event of imminent emergency, catastrophe, or 
life-threatening disaster, requiring shelter for survival.   
 
With the understanding, the facility may only be used for survival protection in life-threatening or 
emergency situations. Community members cannot stay overnight in the shelter unless an emergency or 
catastrophic event is imminent or has already occurred. The Eco-Community Shelter© is not a second-
home, resort, hotel, or recreational facility, nor is the property zoned for multi-family housing.   
 
The annual weekend retreats allow members to get to know each other, as well as plan for their respective 
duties and responsibilities for any potential use of the community shelter. On these occasions members 
are encouraged to become familiar with the operation of the community, the surroundings and the best 
routes to get there.  
 
Over a person's lifetime they may travel to the community shelter on many emergency occasions with 
what may later be determined as a false alarm. Any consumption of supplies or food within the facility 
must be immediately replaced to assure 100% readiness for a true future event. 
 
The Eco-Community Shelter© rules & regulations provided during the purchase process outline this policy 
in greater detail, as well as a comprehensive definition of what constitutes an emergency. 
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Eco-Community Shelter has completed construction of a private network of hardened underground beehive-like survival shelters, 
built and stocked to withstand virtually any threat or catastrophe, autonomously for a minimum of one year. The Community 
Shelter is accessible only to its actual community members. Membership of Eco-Community space is priced well below the cost 
of building your own comparable shelter fully stocked with security. 
 
Eco-Community Members each have a right to access and use their community domicile during a time of emergency - for as long 
as they own a membership, subject to the rules, regulations and bylaws of the association. At any time, preceding an anticipated 
catastrophe, disaster, or even widespread social anarchy, the members may arrive at the designated location, enter and begin the 
shelter operations. Everything is turnkey within the community shelter. 
 
Eco-Community Shelter Association Management Board selects the best candidates for membership from the current pool of 
applications mailed in (applications are only being accepted via snail mail). The Risk Management Team first looks for those 
individuals who may best contribute to Eco-Community, providing the greatest chance of long-term survival of the entire 
group. Each member candidate is reviewed based on a number of criteria.  
 
The collective abilities and skills of like-minded members help assure the long-term survival and well-being in a post-apocalyptic 
world. By comparison, a small backyard shelter would be a lonely existence, virtually impossible to defend and survive in.  
 
As member candidates are approved, they are provided a reservation agreement to reserve their space in Eco-Community. 
 
The land site was chosen based on many factors, including proximity to a major population base, ability to mitigate the forces of 
a distant nuclear blast, biological terrorism, a mega-tsunami, earthquakes and volcanoes, and the multitude of other threats, while 
providing for defensible security, access to deep underground water tank sources and the chance to utilize natural resources upon 
returning to the surface. 
 
Exact Eco-Community Shelter© location is known only to community members. Disclosures will be released upon membership 
approval and full payment of the community space.   
 
The Membership Application (below) provides us with basic information on who you are, your contact information, the size of 
your family, your combined skill sets or expertise, and insight regarding why you are seeking Dragonfly Shelter solution. 
 
Once your application is submitted, The Risk Management Team will evaluate it and determine if you are a good candidate for 
membership. If your application passes this initial review, you will be notified by mail/phone that your application for 
membership has been assigned to a Shelter Association Management Board member. If your membership is declined you will 
also be notified. Please watch your mail. 
 
A Shelter Association Management Board member will then contact you by email and request to schedule a convenient time that 
you may privately talk by phone or Skype. It is important that you respond to their email in a timely manner and follow-thru on 
this step for final membership approval. 
 
During that conversation the coordinator will answer all of your immediate questions about Eco-Community Shelter© and how it 
may be able to accommodate you and your family in an emergency situation. You will find this conversation to be very 
informative, welcoming and supportive. 
 
If you are recommended by the coordinator after the interview, you will be offered the opportunity to purchase a membership in 
the Eco-Community.  
 
Please take a moment to complete this application. We look forward to providing you with an Eco-Community Shelter©  
Life-assurance solution today. 
 

 

 

 

Shelter Association Management Board 
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Personal Information 
 
First Name: ______________________________________ Last Name: ______________________________________ 

 
Age: 

 
 
 
 
 
Spouse/Partner Information 
 
First Name: ______________________________________ Last Name: ______________________________________ 

 
Age: 

 
 
 
 
 
Current Home Address: _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: ___________________________________________ State: ___________________ Zip: ____________________ 
 
Country: _________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Home Phone: _____________________________________ Cell Phone: ______________________________________ 
  
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Number of Adults in your group: ____    Number of Children in your group: ____    Number of Pets in your group: ____ 
 
 
Supplemental Information for Children Memberships 
Please complete this information for all children living at home under the age of 17 years. 
 
 
Child #1 ____________________________________________________________ DOB ________-________-________ 
 
Child #2 ____________________________________________________________ DOB ________-________-________ 
 
Child #3 ____________________________________________________________ DOB ________-________-________ 
 
Child #4 ____________________________________________________________ DOB ________-________-________ 
 
Child #5 ____________________________________________________________ DOB ________-________-________ 
 

Are you, spouse/partner or child an e-cigarette, vaper, vape pen, or cigarette smoker:    YES      NO                              
(needed to asses smoking or non-smoking living quarters) 

Have you, spouse/partner or child been convicted of a crime:                                          YES      NO                               
 

Are you or spouse on prescription medications:                                                                YES      NO                                                                                                                            
(needed to assess medical team, of need) 
 
 
 

 18-29  30-39 
 40-49  50-59 
 60-69  70-80 

 18-29  30-39 
 40-49  50-59 
 60-69  70-80 
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Skills & Expertise or Profession: 
Check each professional area/field that you have expertise in, or a good working knowledge of: 
 

 Doctor  Nurse/Aide  Dentist  Eye Doctor 

 Pharmacist  EMT  Veterinarian  Therapist 

 Psychologist  Electrician  Mechanic  Plumber 

 Contractor  Accountant  Teacher  Auto Mechanic 

 HVAC  Programmer  Communications  Cook/Chef 

 Seamstress  Beautician  Martial Artist  Law Enforcement 

 Farmer  Educator  Administrator  Security 

 Survivalist  Fireman  Skilled Laborer  Military 

 Aviation  Musician  Agriculture  Artist 

 Herbalist  Natural Healer  Midwife  _______________ 

 Radio Repairman  Appliance Repair  Perma-culturalist  _______________ 
 

Comments 
 
Please explain, in detail, why you would like to be considered for space in Eco-Community Shelter©. Tell us what skills and 
expertise you have and how you will be a benefit to the shelter community. This information will assist us in processing your 
application:  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Correspondent 

 
Please tell us where to send future printed documents and other printed information.  
All other communication from Eco-Community will be sent to your email address, and/or when necessary, communicated by 
phone to the phone number(s) or skype provided on this application. 
 

Official Documents:                               Home                                    Business 
 
Business Address: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: ___________________________________________ State: ___________________ Zip: ____________________ 
 
Skype Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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This application cannot be processed until this questionnaire is completed. 

To complete your Application, please answer each of the following questions to help us better understand your interest in the 
Eco-Community Shelter©, your needs and your concerns. Answer each question as thoroughly, detailed, and specifically as 
possible. All information you provide will be kept strictly confidential pursuant to our Privacy Policy. 
 
1.     Why are you seeking Eco-Community as a survival solution for you and your family?  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.     Have you had any premonitions of impending, catastrophic events?               YES      NO    

If “YES” please explain: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3.     Do you believe that the world faces near future catastrophes?                         YES      NO 

If "Yes", what do you believe is the most probable event that will occur, and when? Please explain: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.     Are you aware that Eco-Community Shelter© is a long-term, generational, survival solution for catastrophic events, in either 

your own or your children's lifetime and beyond?                                                   YES      NO 

5.     How long have you felt the need to have a survival shelter solution?               Years    Months 

 

6.     Are you currently making any additional preparations for survival in your home or elsewhere? (i.e. food, fuel, water, 

security, alternate shelter location, etc.?)                                                                  YES      NO 

If “YES” please explain: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7.     Do you have any concerns or fears of being in groups or in close contact with other people for extended periods of time?                                                                             

                                                                                                                                   YES      NO 

If “YES” please explain: _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
8.     Can you peacefully co-exist with others that are of different racial backgrounds, religious beliefs, or sexual preference?                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                  YES      NO 
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9.  While living in the Eco-Community Shelter©, are you willing to participate in community share program without monetary 

gain?                                                                                                                                       YES      NO 
 
 
 
10.  Do you own legal firearms, hunting and/or archery equipment that you would intend to bring to Eco-Community Shelter© in 

a catastrophic situation?                                                                                                YES      NO 
  
 
11.  If you had to use a firearm to protect your family in a catastrophic situation, would you be opposed to this action? 

                                                                                                                                                YES      NO                                                                              
 

12.  Do you have any military experience, defense training and/or survivalist knowledge? YES      NO 
 
If “YES” please explain and elaborate: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
13.  Including yourself, how many people (paying family and friends) will be traveling with you in your group? 

                                                                                                                                      Adults   Children 

14.  How far are you willing to travel to the Eco-Community Shelter©? 

                                                                                                                                      Miles   KM 

15. If you are selected by the Risk Management Team, are you willing to comply with a basic background check? 

                                                                                                                                             YES      NO 

If “NO” please explain: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

16.  If you are selected by the Risk Management Team, are you ready to purchase your shelter space now?       

                                                                                                                                             YES      NO                                                                            

If “NO” please explain: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
17.  Are you ready, willing, and financially able to make full payment for a shelter space at this time?  

                                                                                                                                            YES      NO                                                                               

If “NO” please explain: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Thank you for your cooperation and interest in Eco-Community Shelter© and taking the time to complete this application and 
questionnaire. If your application is selected for consideration as a member of the community you will be contacted via postal 
service.   
 
 
 

Applicant Signature: __________________________________________________               Date: _____________ 
 
 
 
  
Spouse/Partner Signature: ______________________________________________               Date: _____________ 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

For Office Use Only 
 
APPLICATION RECEIVED 
Submission of this application for Membership to Dragonfly Community Shelter© is hereby accepted for consideration by the  
Risk Management Team, and will be notified of the Facilities decision within approximately six weeks.  
 
By: _____________________________________    Date: ____________   Time: ____________ 
 
APPLICATION CONSIDERED FOR INTERVEIW  
Consideration of this application for Membership to Dragonfly Community Shelter© is hereby accepted for interview by the  
Shelter Association Management Board, and notification has been released. 
  
Interviewee: _______________________________   Date: ____________   Time: ____________ 
 
 
Applicant and Spouse/Partner background check. 

                  PASS              FAIL 
   
Applicant and Spouse/Partner Interview. 

                   PASS              FAIL 
 
APPLICATION APPROVED 
The Applicant/Group has been approved for Membership and is hereby notified by the Shelter Association Management Board. 
 
By: __________________________ Title:__________________ Date:____________ Time: ___________ 
 
 
APPLICATION DENIED 
The Applicant/Group has been denied for Membership and is hereby notified by the Shelter Association Management Board. 
 
By: __________________________ Title:__________________ Date:____________ Time: ___________ 
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NOTICE OF BACKGROUND CHECK  
[IMPORTANT -- PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING BELOW] 

BACKGROUND CHECK AUTHORIZATION / RELEASE FORM   

 

I hereby authorize Eco-Community Shelter© and its designated agent or representative to conduct a 
comprehensive review of my background causing an investigative consumer report to be generated for 
membership purposes.    

  

Note: Conducting a Social Security Trace does not access the subject’s credit history nor affects the 
subject’s credit score or credit rating. 

 
Please note that by signing below you are authorizing and instructing an immediate criminal background 
and driving record reports from a third party (utilizing a Social Security Number trace) as deemed 
necessary and appropriate. Moreover, you are allowing reports from a third party on an ongoing basis 
without any additional notice for as long as you are a member. 
 
AUTHORIZATION AND INSTRUCTION 
I acknowledge receipt of the NOTICE OF BACKGROUND CHECK and certify that I have read and 
understand that notice. I hereby authorize and instruct Eco-Community Shelter© to obtain criminal 
background and/or driving record reports from a third party (utilizing a Social Security Number trace) as 
deemed necessary and appropriate. This authorization and instruction will take immediate effect when I 
sign below, and will last throughout the duration of my involvement as a volunteer member. Accordingly, 
you may obtain additional criminal background and/or driving record reports from a third party on an 
ongoing basis throughout my association with your organization without any further notice or additional 
warning. To this end, I hereby authorize without reservation any law enforcement agency, administrator, 
local, state or federal agency, information service bureau and/or the Social Security Administration to 
furnish any and all background information (including criminal history and/or driving records and not 
credit history) requested by Backgroundchecks.com, another outside organization acting on your behalf. I 
agree that a facsimile (“fax”) or photographic copy of this Authorization and Instruction shall be as valid 
as the original.  

 
Please Include a Legible Photo Copy of your Driver’s License Attached to this document.  

 
 

_______________________________________                                            ________________________ 
Print Name                                                                                                                                                                                                    Social Security Number 

 
 
_______________________________________                                            ________________________ 
Signature                                                                                                                                                                                                        Driver's License # & State 

 
 
_______________________________________                                            ________________________ 
Date                                                                                                                                                                                                                Date of Birth 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

For Office Use Only:  Status __________________________________________ Authorized by ______________________________________ 
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